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Online newsletter periodically informing our commercial 
partners about Cofemo Industrie srl news and events.

First months 2012 in line with the budget
With a 2012 global and European economy still fluctuating up and down, Cofemo 

Industrie has cemented its market position and met its budget forecast. This was possi-
ble mainly thanks to a worldwide customer distribution, a steady growth of the products 
offered, and an improvement of the service to its customers.

Plastic injection
Cofemo Industrie is now able to offer its customers in house plastic thermo-injection. 

This will give Cofemo the chance to offer both  a wider and more complete service and 
an integrated design, oriented to various manufacturing technologies and materials. It 
will also grant a faster project developing timing and better lead times, efficient logistics 
and flexibility in the manufacturing of assembled components. With a team of experts 
in plastic technologies and  new 300 to 1000 tons fully automatic machinery installed 
in house, the company is strengthening its competitiveness in the production of swivel 
chairs components and office furniture products.

TREND 4 leg base

The 4 leg Trend base is enlarging one the most successful Cofemo family of bases 
offering  an even cleaner image to the well known and appreciated design of the 5 leg 
Trend base.

The 718mm (at castors) diameter of the new base  perfectly fits to informal lounge 
and waiting room seating and furniture. It’s available in alloy in every finish  with the 
usual  Cofemo proven quality.

ESA is ready! The new multifunctional armrest

Esa has a precise, soft and reliable adjusting device, completely hidden inside the 
armrest. It’s available with a  support in alloy or plastic and is 10° inclined forward. 

It offers several pad shape options and can be fully customized in the top part of 
the shaft. It has adjustable height, pad rotation and pad forward/rearward movement, 
which, added to the width adjustment through a simple lever, brings the armrest up to 
4D movements. It also complies with the  EN1335 and Ansi Bifma standards.
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A NOTE FOR YOUR DIARY
COFEMO INDUSTRIE SRL will be exhibiting at 

“NEOCON 2012” \ 11 to 13 June 2012 \ Chicago (USA)
Hall 8 Stand 8094
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